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review us on


[image: Michael Onorato]
Michael Onorato22:40 27 Sep 23
I had an outstanding experience working with MegaSystems Security for our security camera system and access control...  project. Victor and his team were incredibly professional from start to finish. They delivered exactly what we wanted, and the quality of their work exceeded our expectations. Highly recommend! ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐read more


[image: Ashley Spencer]
Ashley Spencer20:37 31 Aug 23
Excellent service, extremely responsive and highly recommended!


[image: F Jo]
F Jo18:39 13 Jun 23
Excellent customer service, very reasonable pricing, and friendly people! I would hire this company in a heartbeat!


[image: Karema Rodriguez]
Karema Rodriguez23:20 26 Oct 22
They have placed security cameras all over my work place and did it in a professional matter. Their work is not only...  well done but it is done in a timely manner. We appreciate the team we get sent every time we need help. We appreciate you guys!read more


[image: steve arnow]
steve arnow21:56 25 Oct 22
first rate company from top to bottom


[image: Kaleb Bowden]
Kaleb Bowden16:28 25 Oct 22
My pleasure to give you guys a 5-star review, you delivered on your promise and now I can manage our employees access...  cards much better with the new cloud access control system.read more


[image: Austin Moore]
Austin Moore15:01 25 Oct 22
I recently switched my alarm monitoring service to Megasystems Security. They did a good job! I can control my alarm...  system from my phone. They patiently walked me through the setup and trained me on the app. Highly recommend!read more


[image: Tzivia Weiss]
Tzivia Weiss14:55 25 Oct 22
They do it all, it was great to work with a company that provided all our office building needs. Security cameras,...  communication wiring and key fob system. Strongly recommend!read more


[image: David T Brawn]
David T Brawn15:13 19 Aug 22
Pleasant experience working with the Megasystems team. They took the time to design the security camera system for our...  warehouse and showed us the latest in security cameras technology. Thanks for the awesome system.read more


[image: George m Hamel]
George m Hamel15:13 19 Aug 22
We were looking for a business access control system. Megasystems installed the Brivo cloud systems that they...  recommended. They sent awesome guys, and we were up and running the same day.read more


[image: Keissy Chavez]
Keissy Chavez17:20 05 Aug 22
Decided to invest in a Security system for the protection of my home and family and I am completely satisfied with the...  display of knowledge and professionalism as well as respect for my self and my home. Job well done. It’s not every day you come across such good technicians that show how much care and respect they have for their job.read more


[image: Tim Keller]
Tim Keller21:55 04 Aug 22
Best security company around, their installation crew is amazing!! Friendly staff, prompt service and quick to respond...  to any questions I may have about my system. Forever a customer and would recommend them to anyone looking for security on their home or business.read more


[image: Afreen Fatima]
Afreen Fatima16:45 04 Aug 22
Key card access control made so easy by their team, highly recommend.


[image: jason westfall]
jason westfall21:33 03 Aug 22
From start to finish I was able to get all my security needs done. The staff that answer the phone calls are very...  friendly. The installers were great and on time. Will use them again in the future.read more


[image: Bearcreek Mini]
Bearcreek Mini16:36 03 Aug 22
They did my camera system on our property & and my access control on our gates. They are a great company & easy to work...  with.read more


[image: Lisa Stein]
Lisa Stein22:08 25 May 22
After the ongoing crime raise in the Houston area, I decided to invest in upgrading the security system for my...  business. They made the process easy and answered all of my questions along the way. They came out and walked my property and showed me where the weak points were and how to improve. They truly cared about my peace of mind. I now know when I leave the office, my belongings and equipment are secured. Highly recommended for any and all security needs.read more


[image: Vicky]
Vicky15:17 22 Apr 22
I have worked with this company for about 2 years now, they are just great. They will respond to any question I might...  have within a reasonable time frame. They are just a delight to work with, and very professional as well.read more


[image: Randy Williams]
Randy Williams22:43 03 Feb 22
Guy and Victor from Megasystems are a great team to work with. Both help get my camera system up and working and my...  access control was a breeze with them running the show. Both were very responsive to my needs as I had a ton of questions. They were professional through and through and very patient with me throughout the process. I highly recommend 10/10read more


[image: Rick Westfall]
Rick Westfall15:37 12 Jan 22
If you need commercial access control, this is the best company to help with designing and implementing a custom...  solution correctly, the first time! They are professional and very responsive to any questions I had during the whole process, including after the job was complete! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!read more


[image: maurice Blanga]
maurice Blanga16:52 15 Dec 21
I have been working with Megasystems for many more years. They are very responsible and responsive


[image: Shipman Dana]
Shipman Dana17:30 08 Sep 21
They are easy to work with, competitively priced, and made smart recommendations for camera installations around our...  residential property. I sleep better knowing the system and cameras are in place. If you're looking into a home security system, you should give them call.read more


[image: Donald Tran]
Donald Tran12:53 18 Aug 21
If you are looking for a reliable and trustworthy security company in Houston then Megasystems Security is the company...  that you need. Very reliable and super easy to communicate with. They were great at setting our premises up with the best system to keep the bad guys outread more


[image: Drew Younts]
Drew Younts13:03 03 Jun 21
They installed a security system for me weeks ago. I am very happy with the services we have chosen as well as the...  company. The alarm monitoring service has been great when we had an incident last weekend. They were prompt and professional throughout. I really appreciate working with a company that has much knowledge and experience.read more


[image: Zachary Thorpe]
Zachary Thorpe13:37 02 Jun 21
Very professional, quick, good service and great price! MegaSystem Security's CCTV systems were in no time and their...  people did a very good job. They were fast and clean. The security cameras they installed have high quality resolution and the long distance view is really clear. 5 stars!read more


[image: Javier Lucas]
Javier Lucas09:58 31 May 21
I am very satisfied with MegaSystems Security’s work. They did a great job installing a security system in our...  warehouse with a very fair price. I would absolutely love to recommend them to my colleagues. The best service in Houston!read more


[image: James Puckett]
James Puckett10:27 28 May 21
Outstanding service, prompt and accurate communication from start to finish. The engineer arrived on time, was very...  efficient and did a very high quality job. Good value. Would recommend MegaSystems commercial security services to others.read more


[image: Jason Killian]
Jason Killian08:49 26 May 21
Extremely happy with the security system that we installed for our depot. Megasystem Security were able to install at...  short notice, were efficient, tidy, and very polite and professional. A well-deserved 5 star rating and would be happy to recommend to other businesses in Houston who need to up their security.read more


[image: George Allen]
George Allen12:18 24 May 21
The security equipment is great and easy to use. The CCTV cameras are all state of the art tech and the price was...  really competitive. Whats best is that they didn’t try to sell us things we didn't need at our factory. Honest and upfront about everything.read more


[image: Michael Bowen]
Michael Bowen11:13 17 May 21
The team at Megasystems Security were super professional when they came out to install our new security system last...  week. Quick, tidy and spent as much time as we needed to understand how to operate the access control and CCTV systems we bought. We recommend these guys highly. Great job.read more


[image: Eugene Reed]
Eugene Reed10:03 08 May 21
I have such a great experience working with the team at Megasystems Security. Getting our business security finally...  implemented is such a huge relief I have always hoped for. Highly recommended.read more


[image: Jesus Eric]
Jesus Eric09:50 05 May 21
These guys were recommended to me by a friend who used them for to install security cameras at his warehouse last year....  They were awesome to work with for my logistics company and as such Im very happy to recommend them. 5 stars!read more


[image: David Thomas]
David Thomas09:23 03 May 21
We received 4 quotes from different commercial security companies in Houston. We went with Megasystems Security not...  only because of the product range and price but because they were such experts when we met. A great experience that I am happy to endorse.read more


[image: Michael Meagher]
Michael Meagher10:15 28 Apr 21
Working with these guys on our office security was a pleasant experience from the get go. They don’t just sell you...  products they are there to answer questions and service promptly when needed. A+++!!read more


[image: Calvin Gorriaran]
Calvin Gorriaran19:10 22 Apr 20
We spoke to several companies about doing a large multi-property job that included both physical access control as well...  as security cameras. We had anywhere from no follow up to even a company that said they didn't want to work with us because we essentially were not big enough. We had an existing company that was servicing us that charged for services that we were not getting and for the most part, nothing was working correctly. Megasystems was amazing throughout the whole process from building our estimate to providing timely and quality installation of equipment. It all came at a fair price and we now feel we have a long time partner we can rely on for our security needs. I can not say enough great things about these guys.read more


[image: Sean Butler]
Sean Butler19:08 19 Apr 20
Before moving back to London, I lived and ran my local business in Houston for 4 years. These guys were incredible at...  setting up the security cameras at my downtown premises. They offered the best prices in the area and were very easy to deal with throughout the process. I cant recommend Guy and his team highly enough.read more


[image: Phyllis Davis]
Phyllis Davis14:10 19 Apr 20
I have engaged MegaSystems on various Security and Safety projects over the last roughly 7 years and they are a true...  partner in addressing my company needs. They are Extremely knowledgeable and professional in their area of expertise; my confidence in this company is solid.read more


[image: eliko mizrahi]
eliko mizrahi17:58 12 Mar 20
It’s been amazing experience working with Megasystems Security installing my access control system at my office. Very...  knowledgeable people, on time, on budget, great work guys, highly recommend!!!read more


[image: Sharon Amos]
Sharon Amos05:32 12 Jul 17
Thank you so much for Mega Systems, Guy and all the crew - great job, amazing sound and great pricing. Highly...  recommended!!!!!!!!read more
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Texas Burglar Alarm Company License B16951

Texas Electronic Access Control License B16951

Texas Fire Alarm Company License ACR1852236

Residential Fire Alarm Superintendent RAS1852216
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